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In the past few years our Lake Shores Limited has been published between three 
and five times per year. In 2020 we planned to publish bimonthly. Guess what? 
We've already put out eight issues including this one, and we've still got five 
months to go before this crazy year is over! The LSL EXTRAs have been our 
attempt to maintain contact with members of the Lakeshores Division during the 
pandemic that has limited so many activities. 

There are two members who deserve special recognition for their efforts 
with this newsletter. First off, our Editor, Ray Howard, has had a lot of extra 
(or should I say, "EXTRA") work editing and laying out each edition. Thanks, 
Ray, for gittin'er done. Next is Ed O'Connell, our Webmaster, and proof-reader 
extraordinaire! (We sparover"off-label" use of punctuation.) Ed is also responsible 
for our mass-emailing of the LSL and posting it on the website. Thank you, Ed. 

There would be no LSL if it weren't for the members submitting copy and photos 
about their layouts, projects and techniques. We've had a number of authors 
featured in the newsletter this year. Thanks to all of you. Please keep those articles 
coming. It's great to see what y'all are doing. 

While we've published some extra editions of our newsletter to stay in touch, 
other divisions have used Zoom meets and programs to have virtual contact with 
members. We've been behind the 8-ball on this front, and I'll take the hit for that. 

I've never been the most tech savvy person. Over the past couple months I've 
been trying to learn the Zoom program, but to this point, my experiences have 
been dismal. Initially there had been a problem with my laptop that didn't allow 
audio from the Zoom program; that was a no charge fix. A week or so ago, the 
Lakeshores Executive Committee attempted a meeting with it's 9 members; it 
was supposed to be a practice for a general membership meeting. Crash and 
burn! 

An analysis of the situation revealed that our home routing system just couldn't 
handle the load of our grandson gaming, our daughter now working from home, 
my wife streaming a movie and me hosting a Zoom meeting all at the same time. 
Every site was glitching and freezing. So this week we'll be having a new mesh 
network installed (Don't ask me exactly what that means!); this should support 
all of our family's computer needs. No longer can the infrastructure be blamed, 
and just maybe we Lakeshores members can catch up with the other divisions. 
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A track gang hangs around at the end of a shift. Its 

foreman returns from talking with a brakeman of 

a freight getting ready to leave the yard. The vents 

on the side of Carney's Bakery were scratch built to 

hide the joint where two Walthers' kits were joined 

together. The city scene on the upper level is a mix 

of kitbashed and scratch built structures. 

The "Jenny Chem" factory is named after one of 

my nieces. I scratch built it using one of my favorite 

building materials, styrene from a yard sale sign {the 

orange and black ones found in hardware stores) 

over a black foam core skeleton. The technique 

is very economical and allows just about any size 

structure to be built. Both "Jenny Chem" and the 

small structure in front of it effectively show off the 

hairspray paint chipping technique mentioned in 

Part 1 of this article .

I haven't done much model railroading in the past two or three years and have had a 

renewed interest in writing and recording my original music. That was my first love before 

photography and model railroading. It has felt strange over the past couple years to not 

have that almost constant urge to head into the basement to work on a project or try a new 

weathering technique. For twenty years I'd had what I can only describe as obsessive model 

railroad activity. In checking on me my wife would good-naturedly call down the stairs, 

"Are you in the basement again?" 

Over the past year or so I've contemplated dismantling the layout because, due to my MS, 

it's difficult to stand up and work on it. With dismantling as a possibility it was suggested 

that I write an article about my layout for the LSL. 

As I was working on photos for the article this past February, I realized that, because the 

layout is small, too many of the photos had the same background. So I decided to do some work 

on the last unscenicked portion of the layout using a large structure that I had scratch built 

three years ago and never used. This is the layout scene depicted in the "Saturday Morning 

Breakdown" photo. (The rock face was already there.) I really enjoyed the process and the 

result, and I think the modeling juices are beginning to flow again. 
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